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Hbm load cell datasheet

Strain Gauges HBM strain measurements (stress measurements) for all therapy applications: Experimental stress scans, durability testing, transducer manufacturing. Page 2 HBM is a member of the WRSGC as a member of the Western Regional Strain Comittee (WRSGC), HBM is committed to promoting the exchange of knowledge on strain measurements. Any test. Every measure. From a single
partner.HBK Page 2Whether in person, by phone or on our website: Our support will help you through all issues regarding test applications and measurements. Still there for you: The measurement technology HBM measures expert measurement technology – they all professionally look forward to answering any questions you may have about configuring your complex measurement – are all professionals
in the fields of the application. Feel free to ask for advice – even if you don't have a support deal. Your contact to our in-house technical support team must be happy to handle your request. Do you have any questions about installing or operating your HBM testing and measurement equipment? GlobalHBM support does not end at your national border. It is as global as your company demands. HBM offers
you: Remote maintenance and support your PC screen or data files will lead to the solution faster.We therefore use TeamViewer software for remote maintenance. TeamViewer enables MaintenanceRemote based on 24/7 access to remote computers or ServersRemote access to your data and applications – mobile and flexibHere you can download TeamViewer.Exchanging large data packDo you want to
analyze large files causing long duration measures or providing a beta software package for download? We are reliable and quickly linked with you to a network via a virtual drive. You'll get your connection credentials by email from us to allow you to save your data to the drive. Page 3We're happy to support you when your measurement technology needs to be repaired. In our facilities, experts will examine
the defect and quickly components and properly perform the relevant repair. Our proximity to the product developers ensures that we can also solve difficult situations for you. Are you skeptical if you just have an operational error or a connection error? In these cases, please contact our technical support team before returning the device for repair. Customers in the U.S. can reach the support team by phone
at (800) 578-4260 or by email at [email protected]. Our measurements tech experts will thoroughly help you. HBM offers you: Fast and proficient repair of your measurement technology In difficult situations of direct interaction between our engineers and our development department consulting and our technical support team. The brand stands for innovative capabilities as well as flexible and cost-effective
solutions that meet virtually any customer requirement. we are also for the promotion and advancement of hymen in relevant industries. Our load cells have set the standard for decades. Whether it is analog or digital cell load load, single point cell or fold beam load cell – it's your choice! In addition, we offer electronics pressing right and Matching Accessories for your application. ClipX, the precise and
easy-to-integrate signal this precise one-channel conditioning signal offers all modern automation interface, an intuitive web interface and intelligent functions. HBM pressing technology is synonymous with accuracy, security, dependency, and quality. The brand stands for innovative capabilities as well as flexible and cost-effective solutions that meet virtually any customer requirement. We are also engaged
in the promotion and advancement of hymen in relevant industries. Our load cells have set the standard for decades. Whether it is analog or digital cell load load, single point cell or fold beam load cell – it's your choice! In addition, we offer electronics pressing right and Matching Accessories for your application. HBM pressing technology is synonymous with accuracy, security, dependency, and quality. The
brand stands for innovative capabilities as well as flexible and cost-effective solutions that meet virtually any customer requirement. We are also engaged in the promotion and advancement of hymen in relevant industries. Our load cells have set the standard for decades. Whether it is analog or digital cell load load, single point cell or fold beam load cell – it's your choice! In addition, we offer electronics
pressing right and Matching Accessories for your application. ClipX, the precise and easy-to-integrate signal this precise one-channel conditioning signal offers all modern automation interface, an intuitive web interface and intelligent functions. Proving useful in tens of thousands of applications, C2 set of load cells provide a reliable and accurate weighing of loads from between 50 kg and 50 t. Applications
can be found in all branches of industries where hard and cake load cells are required. Some examples of applications include silo and loaded squeeze, batch balance, platform balance, or left balance (and load). The C2A version of the load cells (available with a maximum capacity of 1 t, 2 t, 5, and 10 t) is legal for trading in Class D1, D3, and C4, and it can also be used across all applications wherever
the goods are sold by weight. Maximum capacity: 50 kg, 100 kg, 200 kg, 500 kg, 1 t, 2 t, 5 t, 10 t, 20 t, 50 tPrinsip of Measurement: Stem-gauge full bridge full of 6-wire Configuration Compression: Compression loaddegre in protection: IP676 IP6777
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